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Date: 03.02.2022
To,
Department of Corporate Services
BSE Limited
P.J. Towers, Dalal Street,
Mumbai-400001
SME Platform.

Subject: Intimation for the launch of new business vertical —‘Sustainability Services”.
Serip Code: 543284
Dear Sir(s).

With reference to the captioned subject and pursuant to Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 (“Listing Regulations”), we are pleased to inform
you that the Company has launched a new business vertical on - “Sustainability Services”.

The new business vertical will be offering comprehensive

services to companies focusing on

Climate change and ESG (Environmental, Social & Governance) areas.

Our areas of interventions will be, providing services to companies on Climate change mitigation,
climate disclosure. National and Global ESG frameworks, various Green Ratings & Credentials
as well as many such similar subjects, that will enable companies to enliatics their performance
and

fast-track their goals.

The detailed press release for the launch of Sustainability Services is attached as Annexure I to
this letter for vour kind reference.
We request vou to kindly take the same on record.
Thanking You.

Yours Sincerely
For EKI Energy Services Limited
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EKI Energy Serviced Ltd. (EKIESL) launches new arm for
Sustainability Services
e

Expands leadership team of the new business arm as part of a strategic step to
drive increased focus on service delivery and customer satisfaction

e

Revamps

its comprehensive bouquet of offerings with state-of-the-art climate

solutions that can be customized for customer’s unique climate requirements

India, February 03, 2022; EKI Energy Services Ltd. (EKIESL), a leading developer
and supplier of carbon credits in the World, today announced the launch of a new arm
for its Sustainability Services.
Established after a detailed research and development (R&D) of the unique climate
compliance requirements of companies today, the new business arm will offer an
exhaustive bouquet of strategic solutions that will enable companies to fast-track their
climate

goals.

customized

The

new

Sustainability

solutions to companies

Service

arm

will

across all business

offer

specialized

and

sectors including start-ups,

corporates, Govt. bodies and business conglomerates amongst others across the globe.
The company has also established a new leadership team who will together spearhead
the delivery of the sustainable solutions to customers with an aim to drive customer
satisfaction

like

never

before.

EKIESL’s

recently

appointed

Head

of Business

Development — Mr. Navin Mathur will be leading the new arm with his deep sector
knowledge and vast experience.
Mr. Manish

Dabkara,

even though every

CMD

& CEO,

EKI Energy

Services Ltd. said, “Today,

activity that an organization undertakes

irrespectively trails a

carbon footprint, climate compliance continues to be a largely voluntary practice by
companies. Most organizations are therefore not able to even gauge the adverse effect
of their business activities on climate. As climate evangelists, we strongly recommend
that it is time every company understood their climate obligations. We have set up
this new business arm with this strategic thought process and we aim to first educate
customers on the importance on being climate conscious and then onboard them to
adopt sustainable practices. With our sustainability services arm, we plan to enable as
many companies as possible to become climate action heroes.”
Some of the offerings of the Sustainability Services arm includes - ESG frameworks,
customized programs

and certifications for Green Ratings &

Credentials,

Climate

Action and Environmental advisory services and customized training programs that
enable

companies

emissions.

to

report

greenhouse

emissions

and

efficiently

reduce

the

As part of its revamped offerings, the new business arm will also design customized
strategic roadmaps with definitive goals and also enable companies to align their
climate goals to global standards and policy guidelines. With EKIESL’s customized
reporting

and tracking,

companies

will

now

be

able

to measure

their real-time

progress.
EKIESL has also entered into a partnership with Shell Overseas Investments B.V. (a
unit of Royal Dutch Shell plc) to launch a joint venture to work on reducing carbon
emissions in India through Nature based solutions. The company has also established
its presence in Dubai with a wholly owned subsidiary. EKIESL has also announced
the incorporation of a new associate - GHG Reduction Technologies Pvt. Ltd. for the
backward integration of carbon credit supply through its Green Cooking initiative.
For more details on EKIESL’s sustainable solutions, click here - https://enkingint.
org

About _EKI Energy Services Limited (EKIESL)
EKI Energy Services Limited is a leading Carbon Credit Developer & Supplier in the
World. Founded in 2008, the Bombay Stock Exchange listed company is more
popularly known as EnKing International. EKIESL has been passionately working
towards rehabilitating planet Earth to a future of net-zero carbon emission. The
company offers sustainable solutions for climate change and carbon offsets with
global

standards

like CDM,

VCS,

Gold

Standard,

GCC,

IREC,

TIGR

and others.

With an aim to contribute for the development of a climate resilient global economy,
the company offers strategic solutions to businesses and organizations globally to
achieve their climate ambition. The company has incorporated a new associate —
GHG Reduction Technologies Pvt. Limited. for the backward integration of carbon
credit supply. EXIESL also has a partnership with Shell Overseas Investments B.V.
for Nature based Solutions. The company also has a wholly owned subsidiary —
‘Enking International FZCO’ in Dubai free zone. EKIESL has over 2500 clients
across 40+ countries worldwide and has supplied over 150 million offsets as on date.

